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Projects are the building blocks in the design and execution of strategies
for an organization. Projects provide an organizational focus for con-
ceptualizing, designing, and creating new or improved products, ser-

vices, and organizational processes. Failure to create and maintain a
portfolio of projects in the strategic management of an organization means
the decline and ultimate failure of that organization. The successful orga-
nization maintains a portfolio of projects centered around the operational
and strategic needs of the organization.

The changes organizations face today have no precedent. Companies
must keep up with legal, social, economic, and technological changes as well
as changes brought about by competitors’ advances and new needs of cus-
tomers. The organization must offer extraordinary modifications in products
and services to ensure survival in the competitive marketplace.

Senior managers, who have the most direct responsibility for the future
of the organization, must develop the ability to assess opportunities, eval-
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uate risk and uncertainty, and make informed decisions concerning which
strategies and projects best prepare the organization for its future.

In a successful organization, the portfolio of projects is under constant
change. Some projects are preliminary ideas, some are under development,
and some are nearing completion to join the inventory of products and
services maintained by the organization as well as to provide supporting
organizational processes such as manufacturing, engineering, and market-
ing. As the preliminary project ideas are evaluated, some will survive and
undergo development; others will fall by the wayside.

Why Projects Fail

A project may fail for reasons such as the following:

● Inadequate senior management oversight
● Ineffective planning
● Inappropriate organizational design
● Lack of well-defined and delegated authority and responsibility
● Inefficient system for monitoring, evaluating, and controlling the use

of resources on the project
● Ineffective contingency planning
● Limited team member participation in the making and execution of

decisions on the project
● Unrealistic cost and schedule objectives
● Lack of customer commitment to project
● Limited customer oversight
● Inadequate management information system

Senior managers must maintain surveillance over the portfolio of projects,
develop insight into the probable success or failure of individual projects,
and determine whether projects support the strategic and operational pur-
poses of the organization. Several considerations can guide such surveil-
lance.

Project Evaluation Considerations

As senior managers maintain surveillance over the adequacy of the project
portfolio, answers to the following questions need to be considered:

● Are the project results innovative and effective?
● Do the project results reflect state-of-the-art technology?
● Does the cost of the resources used on the project permit the company

to competitively price the results?
● Are there customers for the expected project results?
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● How do the project results compare with identified customer needs?
● What unique customer attributes and benefits will the project results

reinforce?
● How do these unique attributes and benefits compare to what the com-

petitor is likely to provide?
● Do the project results reflect the unique strengths and capabilities of

the organization?
● Does the organization have the resources—both human and nonhu-

man—to develop, produce, and market the project results?
● What is the probability that the project results can be successfully

achieved in time to support organizational strategic purposes?
● Will the project results provide a suitable return on investment for the

organization?

Senior managers can use this evaluation guide to gather data that will
sharpen their insight into which projects are the most promising, which are
likely to survive, and which might best be terminated. As senior managers
conduct their regular review of the ongoing projects and deal with the issues
likely to arise in seeking answers to questions in the guide, an important
message will be sent throughout the organization: Projects are important in
the design and execution of competitive strategies in this organization.

There are other performance standards by which to judge organizational
project management.

Performance Standards

An organization can also employ other performance standards to determine
how its project and other resources are being used.1 Key strategic perform-
ance standards are listed in Figure 1–1.

Vision: A Picture of the Future

A vision for the organization sets the stage for performance standards and
all that follows. Vision, according to Jonathan Swift, is the art of seeing things
that are invisible to others. Senior managers with foresight, competence, and
discernment have the opportunity to develop a vision for the strategic di-
rection of the organization along with its supporting projects.

A vision is in a sense a dream of what the future should be for the
organization—the general direction in which the organization should travel
to be what the leaders want it to be. The expressions of vision by senior
managers offer a dream of what the future of the organization should be.
For example:
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Figure 1–1 Key Strategic Performance Standards

● ‘‘A corporation that will look gigantic but have the dynamics of little
teams’’ (Motorola, Inc.).

● ‘‘PP&L will be he energy supplier of choice’’ (Pennsylvania Power &
Light Company).

● ‘‘A vision for growth based on critical mass in large product categories,
geographic diversity, brand leadership, and marketing nnovation’’ (H. J.
Heinz Company).

How important is it for an organization to have a vision? One study that
benchmarked the performance of business teams found compelling evi-
dence on the importance of a vision for high-performance project teams.
Team members stated that it was the most important factor for high per-
formance.2

Mission: The Strategic Purpose

The mission statement declares what business the organization is in. It is a
broad declaration of the overall strategic purpose toward which all organi-
zational resources are directed and committed. An organization’s mission is
the final strategic performance standard for the enterprise. All organizational
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activities have to be judged on how well individual activities ultimately con-
tribute to the mission.

Some examples of mission statements by contemporary organizations
include the following:

● ‘‘To be the number one aerospace company in the world and among
the premier industrial concerns in terms of quality, profitability, and
growth’’ (The Boeing Company).

● ‘‘Our mission is to develop, manufacture, market, and sell and distrib-
ute a broad line of high quality generic drug products at competitive
prices’’ (Marsam Pharmaceuticals Inc.).

Objectives: What Must Be Achieved

Organizational objectives pinpoint what must be achieved to ensure the ac-
complishment of the mission. These objectives are stated in quantitative or
qualitative terms, or in a combination of both. Examples of objectives follow:

● ‘‘Providing customers with quality goods, and making the goods avail-
able when and where customers want them’’ (Wal-Mart).

● ‘‘Meeting or exceeding the state-of-the-art of competitors in machining
capability’’ (Machine tool builder).

Attaining objectives provides strong evidence that progress is being made
toward accomplishing the organizational mission. An organization’s goals
provide milestones for evaluating whether that organization reached its ob-
jectives.

Goals: Measurable Milestones

Goals are milestones in meeting organizational objectives. Projects play an
inescapable role as the building blocks for accomplishing those goals. For
example, an auto-parts manufacturer established a goal for the enterprise
to ‘‘conceptualize, design, build, and put in operation an automated factory
on a green-field site by December 31, 2002.’’ Another example of a goal, by
an electronics company, includes ‘‘attaining financial performance capabil-
ity of fifteen percent return on investment by the end of 2001.’’

An example of how a project team attained a goal is provided by Fiat in
Italy. In the agricultural region of Basilicata in southern Italy, this auto maker
used project teams to design, build, and open a $2.9 billion plant designed
to eliminate traditional, inefficient work practices. A major $64 million pro-
gram was launched to train workers and engineers to operate in indepen-
dent, multiskilled project teams. Factory workers and office staff worked
together under the same roof. Top-down decision-making was eliminated
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so that problems and opportunities were explored by teams actually working
on specific problems in areas such as manufacturing, purchasing, marketing,
and customer service.3

In the strategic management of an enterprise, executives find the concept
of objectives easy to accept. However, when dealing with a time-sensitive
goal, many executives are uncomfortable making a commitment. Failure to
reach a goal could be the basis for criticism as well as an unfavorable per-
formance rating. Nevertheless, goals can provide effective criteria to measure
progress in the strategic management of an enterprise. Goals evaluation also
tests whether the strategy for the organization is working.

If a project lags behind schedule, accumulates overrun costs, or is un-
likely to attain its expected results, then the goal of the enterprise will be
impaired.

Strategy: Use of Critical Resources

A strategy uses critical resources to reach goals and to accomplish the mis-
sion. The following are used in the design and execution of strategies: project
plans, policies, procedures, resource-allocation schemas, organizational de-
sign, motivational techniques, leadership processes, and evaluation and
control systems. To implement strategies, project teams use such things as
benchmarks, new product and service development, facilities and equip-
ment construction, enhanced procurement techniques, recapitalization, and
information systems.

Some examples of strategies used by organizations include the following:

● ‘‘Concentrating on improved earnings from Kodak’s core photography
business and building a future with digital technologies such as all-
electronic cameras, thermal printers, and image-storage devices’’ (Ko-
dak Company).

● ‘‘Develop an interlocking computer/information support system aug-
mented by a private satellite-communication system to video link con-
necting all stores, distribution centers, truck fleets, and corporate
headquarters’’(Wal-Mart).

Survival and growth must be deliberate and planned, not serendipitous.
How human resources are aligned is critical.

Structure and Organizational Design

Corporate America is implementing many changes that affect the use of
human resources. These changes include reduction of staff, new boundaries
for individual jobs, employee empowerment, closer relationships with sup-
pliers and customers, improved information systems, better telecommuni-
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cations capabilities, new organizational structures, and globalization of
products and services.

Another innovation, organizing around project teams, has had a noted
impact on the access of companies. For example, Fortune magazine reports,
‘‘The ability to organize employees in innovative and flexible ways and the
enthusiasm with which so many American companies have deployed self-
managing teams [are] why U.S. industry is looking so competitive.’’4

As project teams evaluate new technologies and resources, they gain in-
sight into the need for making changes. Projects provide a central point
where new knowledge, skills, and attitudes can be developed. A revisit to
the definition of a project is required.

Project Defined

A project is any undertaking that has a defined objective, a cost parameter,
and a time element for its development. A project can be defined as a cluster
of activities that are pulled together to deliver something of value to a cus-
tomer. The use of a project to define the cluster of activities needed to de-
velop a new product or service has particular appeal, because a key
characteristic of a project is the creation of something that does not cur-
rently exist, but is needed to create something of value for the organiza-
tion—a new product, service, or organizational process.

A project is a miniature of the complete organization composed of team
members from different disciplines of the organization, including customer
representatives and suppliers. In some cases, representatives from unions,
the local community, and other interested and relevant stakeholders may be
team members. Project teams provide for the integration of the disciplines,
technologies, and resources needed to take a project from concept through
to delivery of the results to the customer. Through the workings of the proj-
ect team, the use of resources, management systems, strategies, values of
the whole enterprise, and so forth are studied and pulled together.

Why Projects Benefit the Organization

Some of the advantages projects provide in preparing the organization for
its future include the following:

● An organizational and stakeholder focal point for integrating the re-
sources required to bring to pass something for the organization that
does not currently exist

● A strategic pathway element for the commitment of people and re-
sources dedicated to creating value in future products and processes
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● A learning opportunity for the development of knowledge, skills, and
attitudes needed to support future organizational purposes

● A model through which progress can be measured in positioning the
organization for its future

Teams can reduce the number of management layers. Traditional manage-
ment levels, according to Peter Drucker, manage nothing. Instead, they
merely amplify faint signals coming from the top and the bottom of the
infrastructure. Drucker points out that every relay doubles the noise and
cuts the message in half. According to Drucker, most management levels
neither manage nor make decisions—they serve only as relays. In the future,
Drucker believes, few businesses will have more than two or three layers.5

Individual Roles

No longer can individuals perform their work without giving thought to how
they are expected to work with other people, many of whom can be outside
of their local organizational environment. Organizations fail or succeed be-
cause members of the organization fail or succeed in their work. If people
are unclear about what is expected of them, the chances for difficulties or
even failure exist. In cases where employees have control, authority, and
responsibility to do their jobs, employees’ roles must be specific. People will
do a good job if they know what is expected of them and receive feedback
on how well they are doing their jobs.

Management Style

The most important variable in the strategic management of an organization
is the leadership, which develops a vision, marshals resources, and provides
direction for the organization. Style has to do with the overall excellence,
appearance, skill, and grace in performing the leadership role. A manager’s
style can be autocratic, dictatorial, democratic, participative, empathetic,
caustic, friendly, or abusive. Followers tend to unknowingly emulate the
manager’s style. Some significant examples of leadership style follow:

● ‘‘People at Goodyear headquarters say that CEO Stanley Gault’s pres-
ence ‘permeates’ the corporate headquarters. . . . He is perceived as
seldom giving orders, but everyone knows what he wants done. . . . He
runs the company based on trust.’’6

● At Siemens Company in Germany, ‘‘the management style is tailored
to Germany’s consensus-style corporate culture. . . . Rigid hierarchy is
out and an entrepreneurial drive is in.’’7
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Systems and Resources

The systems and resources that support the organization, such as software,
hardware, accounting, information, marketing, production, and design, also
support ongoing projects. The technology offered by computer and infor-
mation systems has changed the traditional role of managers and other em-
ployees. Technicians are becoming core employees. According to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics forecasts, one of every four new jobs is going to a tech-
nical worker. Technicians are gaining new importance because of increas-
ingly powerful, versatile, and user-friendly technologies. As companies
become more dependent on these technicians, cultural support is required
to keep them productive and satisfied with their work environment.

Project management can be defined in a systems context.

Key Elements of a Project-Management System

Several important subsystems are found in a project-management system.
They include the following:

● Matrix. A matrix organization subsystem establishes the formal au-
thority and responsibility patterns and reporting relationships among
the general managers, the project manager, the project team members,
the functional managers, and other key stakeholders of the project. In
Chapter 16, the matrix organization is presented in detail.

● Project-planning subsystem. This begins with a work-breakdown
structure (WBS) that shows how the total project is broken down into
its component parts. In Chapter 8, the development of a WBS is pre-
sented, and in Section II, project-planning techniques and processes
are described.

● Information systems. These systems may be informal or may involve
the use of formal retrieval programs to determine the status of the
project. Information provides those involved with a project the ability
to plan, organize, and control the use of resources on the project. Proj-
ect managers—and other key stakeholders—need information to de-
termine the status of the project and to make informed decisions on
how to plan and implement the use of resources on the project. Chap-
ter 27 describes a project-management information system.

● Project-control system. The most basic standards for project evaluation
include project cost, schedule, and technical performance. By compar-
ing planned progess with actual performance,project managers can de-
termine the need for corrective action. Because projects are linked to
the goals of the organization, knowing the status of projects gives in-
sight into how well or how poorly progress is being made to attain
enterprise goals. Overall project monitoring, evaluation, and control
means are described in Section IV.
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● Cultural ambience. The emotional patterns of the social groups, their
perceptions, attitudes, prejudices, assumptions, experiences, and val-
ues, all go to develop the project and cultural ambience of the orga-
nization. This ambience influences how people act and react, how they
think and feel, and what they say and do concerning the project and
the organization. There are no organizations without people—and
project organizations are no exception. This field guide stresses the
need to be aware of people issues when managing projects, as stated
in Section III, Project Leadership, and in Section V, Team Management.

Summary

Throughout this book, the key topics involved in the mangement of projects
will be identified and described. These topics are presented in the spirit of
practical guides for those stakeholders associated with the management of
projects in the enterprise’s strategy. This chapter has set the stage for project
management in the context of strategic planning for the organization.
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